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Fast Simon Announces Integration of InstantSearch+ Using Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce
and business-to-business solutions, as well as platforms and services.” The wind-down of its mobile phone
business is likely to be completed by July 31, although the company said that some of ...
NelsonHall Names ADP a Leader in Payroll Services NEAT for 7th
Year
ActiveCampaign, the leader in Customer Experience Automation
(CXA), welcomed several new integrations to its app marketplace,
including tech giants Facebook, Microsoft, Twilio and Zendesk. By
having ...
CGI Federal President Tim Hurlebaus Selected to 2021 Wash100 for Enterprise Service Expansion &
Tech Implementation Leadership
Fast Simon (formerly InstantSearch+), the leader in shopping optimization for merchants, today
announced a new collaboration with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce. Its flagship solution ...
Artesian Becomes the First Business Intelligence Solution Provider to Offer CPD Accredited
Training
Conquer (formerly DialSource) is proud to announce the launch of its fully transformed revenue
engagement solution, built for the needs of modern revenue teams. Conquer is a new
omnichannel ...
Zilliant Announces Malvern Panalytical as a New Price Manager and IQ Anywhere Customer
Some of the world’s most popular (and niche) services are powered by Microsoft industry tools,
and when you try Microsoft Dynamics NAV CRM integration ... On the other hand, isolated systems
rely on ...
SourceScrub Announces Integration with Microsoft Dynamics CRM
DUBLIN, March 26, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- The "Computational Fluid Dynamics Market: Global Industry
Trends, Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2021-2026" report has been added to ...
Automation Testing Market Size to Record Substantial Growth Over 2020-2026
Artesian Solutions, a leading provider of client relationship intelligence and risk solutions, is proud to
announce that its training courses have been CPD (Continuing Professional Development) Accred ...
Worldwide Computational Fluid Dynamics Industry to 2026 - Impact Analysis of COVID-19
The IDIQ award includes warehousing efforts supported by Sunflower Asset Management Solutions ...
chairman and CEO of General Dynamics, as a recipient into the 2021 Wash100 Award for leading ...
Malta Dynamics Introduces Adjustable Restraint Lanyards
The signNow integration allows Microsoft users to electronically manage and sign documents
directly in Dynamics 365 ... and automate repetitive manual steps. "Solutions like signNow help our
...
Gaining the Enterprise Edge in AI Products
This baseline predictive indicates rapidly changing market dynamics. The AI capabilities of OpenAI ... some
40–50% of functionality in AI products resides in this long-tail. As a solution, companies ...
Conquer Launches New Revenue Engagement Solution for Modern Sales and Service Teams
The NEAT noted that this full suite of offerings spans beyond payroll to serve as a one-stop shop for
HCM solutions ... provides deep knowledge of market dynamics and user requirements to help ...
LG confirms it is closing down its mobile phone business
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airSlate announces signNow integrations across the Microsoft cloud
Malta Dynamics has released its new adjustable restraint lanyards, which offer convenience and flexibility for
positioning and restraint on bucket trucks, lifts, and similar applications to prevent ...

Zilliant, the industry leader in intelligent B2B price optimization, price management and sales guidance software, today
announced that Malvern Panalytical has selected Zilliant as its pricing ...
Global Manual Socket Wrench Market 2020 Applications, SWOT Analysis, Remarkable Growth and
Competitive Landscape by 2025
Its flagship solution ... to automate manual work and deliver AI-powered shopper experiences," said Zohar
Gilad, CEO at Fast Simon. "Our new integration with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Commerce ...
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Selbyville, Delaware, According to a latest research report titled 'Automation Testing Market Size By
Component (Testing Type{Functional Testing, Non-Functional Testing}, Services, By End Point ...
Facebook Messenger, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Twilio SMS and Zendesk Sell join ActiveCampaign's app
integration ecosystem
Global Manual Socket Wrench Market Growth 2020-2025 aims to deliver wide-ranging information on the
market by taking into account several aspects of marketing research and analysis which include ...
Boosting Business with Microsoft Dynamics NAV CRM Integration
TYSONS CORNER, VA, April 1, 2021 — Mike Cosgrave, president and chief operating officer of Ace Info Solutions
... chairman and CEO of General Dynamics, as a recipient into the 2021 Wash100 ...
Mike Cosgrave on AceInfo’s Tech & Domain Expansion Since Integration With Dovel
Through this integration, users can automatically enrich millions of company data points directly into their
Microsoft Dynamics instance, eliminating the need for manual lead management ... Sprout ...
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